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This paper aims to grasp the present state of social experiment done recently in 
Japan, and it clarifies the relationship between transportation measure and social 
experiment from the relationship between transportation measure of the local 
government, while the features are clarified. As a result of this study, that the 
experiment on the bus service is frequent and yet little thing the example of carrying 
out the social experiment as concrete measures of the local government became clear. 
Key Words: Social Experiment, Public Involvement (PI), Transportation Planning, 
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
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With the increase of the automobile in the city, chronic road traffic congestion and air pollution caused by 
automotive exhaust gas become serious social problems. On the other hand, user of bus and railway keep the 
decrease in many regions and continuous management of the public transportation becomes difficult. In 
addition, the political correspondence in which the change of the society situation of tightening of the 
finance, change of feeling of value of the finance coincides with the requirement for the society for 
transportation planning. In the social background like the above, the establishment of the planning system of 
new transportation planning with public involvement (PI) would be required. "social experiment" would be 
noticed as a part of the planning system of this new transportation planning recently. 
The purpose of this study is to clarify the actual condition and trend of "social experiment" that increase 
the importance more and more in future transportation planning. 
2. IDEA OF "SOCIAL EXPERIMENT" IN THE TRANSPORATION PLANNING 
1) Fundamental idea of "social experiment" 
"Social experiment" (In this paper, "social experiment in the transportation planning" is called the 
following "experiment") is widely used as a technique of the social change, When system and technique 
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which are newly handled. Experiment becomes effective measure for flexibly corresponding planning 
process under such the situation in which the life cycle of social system tends to shorten. 
The definition of "experiment" is various in the current and it is not uniquely decided. In this study, from 
the process of the experiment generally shown in Table 1. "Experiment" in transportation planning will be 
defined as following: 
CD Under participation of the citizen, enterprise and administration which constitutes the manifold region 
which shares the certain field (municipality, etc .. ) of the society activity 
@ By the hypotheses such as effect and problem in which fundamental rules introductions anticipate that 
it arises, they have been grasped and are recognized beforehand 
@ Traffic situation assumed after partial or temporarily produce in real world 
@ The hypothesis is verified and is evaluated on the basis of occurrence and collected data which arose 
in the simulation experience actually 
@ Validity evaluation of the plan including not only drastic review of the plan but also the withdrawal is 
carried out 
® It aims at the realization of the plan, while the consensus building of the citizen is attempted. 
Table 1 Process for "experiment" 
Stage Points Contents 
Planning (assessment) Idea, prior investigation, Present recognition, clarification of the 
Setting of the hypothesis purpose and setting of the goal, condition 
extraction for the accomplishing objective, 
design of plan, etc. 
Execution of the experiment Verification of the hypothesis, Reproducibility confirmation under the 
(actual condition evaluation) Experience in the practice temporary situation of the activity actual 
condition, discovery of the problem, 
collection of the data requirement, etc. 
Improvement and examination Arrangement of the result, Hypothesis and comparison examination of 
(posteriori evaluation) Extraction of the problem the experimental result, comparison with 
the resemblance cases, confirmation 
degree of the accomplishing objective, etc. 
Examination of real execution Intensifies of the opinion, Consensus building, confirmation of the 
(last evaluation) Proposal and reexamination of appropriateness of the fundamental rules 
improvement execution, plan design for the fundamental 
rules execution, etc. 
Real execution Self inspection Continuation of the improvement and audit 
of the effect 
2) Purpose and significance of the" experiment" 
In some overseas countries, the legal system, which imposes "experiment" on selected time period prior to 
the execution of some transportation measure, has been established from a past considerably. However, it 
began to change our country and variously improve the system of the ministry and agency concerning the 
transportation, and various challenges for the popularization of "social experiment" began to really move at 
last. 
On the basis of past investigation, research and reports on "social experiment in transportation planning", 
it is possible to mention when purpose of the experiment and the effect are arranged like Table 2 ; "prior 
confirmation of the effectiveness of the measure" "open and common knowledge of the content of the 
measure" "correction· substantiality of measure plan by actual experience" "consensus building for a 
realization of the measure", 
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Table 2 Background, purpose, significance, expectation effect of "experiment" 
Purpose and Expectation Effect 
Field verification and prior 
confirmation of the 
effectiveness of the measure 
Completeness and consistency 
of open and common 
knowledge of the content of the 
measure 
Correction and substantiality of 
measure plan based on actual 
experience 
Consensus building for the 
execution of the measure for 
enhancement of the 
consciousness and plan 
realization 
Background and Significance 
(background) . By the rapid development of social conditions that traffic demand 
forecasting becomes the difficulty more and more. . The method for clarifying the 
effect beforehand is required by the experiment, since the effectiveness of the 
measure is not proven with real execution (extension of the uncertain region) 
(significance) . The effect in introducing the measure can be verified in the field 
immediately. . In the other, they worry about the social effect for temporarily 
producing the situation in which whether it really carries out is not proven. 
(background) . The contents of the measure is not sufficiently understood to the 
citizen in the method like the convention. . In the execution of the measure that 
administration and sharing of roles of the citizen were not clear. (Insufficient 
information disclosure and uncertainty of information) 
(significance) . The content of the measure is sufficiently understood through 
actual experience. . The more detailed information service for people is possible. 
(background] . The change of conventional plan was difficult when the measure is 
once carried out, and there were small rooms of the improvement. (rigidification of 
the plan) 
(significance) . Being possible in respect of the real experience of effect and effect 
of the measure execution. . The room of the improvement of the measure has been 
left. . The wide opinion can be collected. . The temporary evaluation becomes 
not always an evaluation of the execution which is not always real. 
(background) . With complicating the society, that the problem which is not 
proven only in the discussion of the armchair is increasing the importance. 
(significance) . Becoming a chance which considers how not only administration 
but also citizen enterprise should fulfil relation, role and for the measure. 
3. TREND OF THE "EXPERIMENT" 
1) History and movement 
Social experiment in transportation in our country begins from the "shopping park" in Asahikawa City 
1969. Afterwards, various experiment such as "Park&Ride (P&R)" "Park&Bus-Ride (P&BR)" of HITACHI 
City with the aim of the traffic congestion calming, parking guidance system, walks car coexistence road, 
general cars approach regulation, shopping bus have been carried out from 1980's to the first half in 90's in 
some cities. 
When it enters in 1990's, innovation of road and transportation policy (with positioning the "TOM" 
(transportation demand management) is advocated and "total delay countermeasure support model project" is 
established in Ministry of Construction in 1994. "Execution of experiment and trial" was recommended in 
the Road Council proposal and the Central City Planning Council report in June 1997. 
2) Aim of the "experiment" observed in the case and the contents 
Aim and content of the "experiment" carried out until now (schedule minute by March 2000 is contained) 
in our country are shown in Table 3. As a content, it is mainly carried out the result to aim at "traffic 
congestion calming" and "activation of the central urban district". For the traffic congestion calming, "P&R" 
and "P&BR" are mainly carried out, and "circulation bus" and "community bus" is mainly carried out for the 
activation of the central urban district. In Hamamatsu City, transit mall is experimented for the first time in 
our country. 
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Table 3 Aim of the "experiment" and contents in cities (~2000.3) 
~ (a) (b) (c) (d) (c) Aims 
Creation of Aomori, Tachikawa, Yokkaidl~ Toyoot, Asahikawa, Yokohama, Hiroshima, 1l<1r3 
central Matsuyama AOI11OO, Hiroshima, Okayama,HamamaIsu, 
business Saga, Kamaishi, Toyota, Kyoto 
distriet vitality, Kushiro, Aki1a, 
Attract Hiro;;ki, Tsuchiura, 
sightseeing MOOOOi, 
visitors Gmlogawara, Mito, 
Obihiro, Okayama, 
Shinjo, Fuku~ 
Sakaiminao, Karatsu, 
KuWlllll, 
Aw.yi(J-Iyogo ), 
Yamag;ia, Ogaki, 
Fukuyama, Nara, 
Matsuyama, Abashiri, 
Ofinan, Yokote, 
Fukushima, Nagooka, 
Nishine(lwoo:) 
Traffic 1-liUdti, Kalazawa, I<lnrzawa, Yokkaidli, Aki1a, Gifu, lwaki, MI.&fihino, Hiroshima 
congestion Hiro;hima, Utsuxmiya, To)W, ~, Oita, HllI1'IIITIlGl, 0iI3, Mihama(Aichi), Ise, 
calming Ki~ Kanakura, Maeba'ih~ Tachikawd, Kumamoto, Kyoto, Kanazawa, 
K~, Kofu, Otsu, Kitakyushu" Setagay.i, Kmazawa, Toyota, 11amatlllCsu, 
Tachikawa, Nerima, Kobe, Sendai, ~ Kosai, Maisaka 
Kadcma, Taira Fujinaniya, Takaylma, MOOdca, Niigaa, Arai(Shimoka), 
Kanitain(foyama), Kochi, Kanazawa, Nagas3ci, Fukushima, Yokohama, Cbuo, 
YokOOlma, Nma, Niiglia, KlIIl13lUo, Taira Hachinohe" Fukuyama 
Koga, Sendai, HldlinOOe, K1mitair.(foyana), Hamdae, MIsue, 
Musashino, T~ Niigata, Osaa(sruh Utsunooliya, 
!lBaki, Masublr.l, MOOr), Utsunooliya, Kanakum, 
KawachinagIrlo, Hochioj~ Otsu, Hidaka Tokushima, To}OOl, 
Kishiwada, Toyota, Shizooka, 
Fukuoka, Hcn\lmaIsu, lwate(prefectural 
Kosai, Maisaka oIice) 
Arai(Shimoka), Akita, 
Nagas3ci, Fukuyama, 
~Gifu,=SOUIh 
Promote Nagoya, Osaka Kumagaya, Kaiya, Okayama, Kochi, Gifu, Urawa, Slwm>, 
public Maeba'ih~ Say.ma, Tokyo, Nara, Nagoya Takatasu, Nagasaki, 
transportation KOIllaki, Kofu, JR(fokai:lidast, 
utility, NirasOO, Koohigaya, Takaymla st), Taito, 
Improvement M<Xi<ta, Takarnasu, Fukuoka 
of Fukuoka, Setagay.i, 
transportation IchirIm:ki, Abiko, 
services, Toyohashi, 
Dissolve Miyoshi(Aichi~ The 
transportation ~, KitakyusOO, 
poordistriet Inuyama, MaIslJInOO>, 
Shiojiri, Furukawa, 
Kakogawa, 
Aw.yiQ lyogo), Ina, 
Fukuyama, Sendai, 
Slb, Nma, 
YullWl(Akita), 
Asahikawa, Yaizu, 
Hakodae, Omadli, 
Okayana, K~ 
Sa<iakani(Niigala), 
lwami . Onsen(Tottai . 
Hyogo), Oita, Abiko, 
Edogawa, Fujiy, 
Ishikari, 0113, 
Yok~ Sakai, 
Urawa, Nagareyama, 
Mitaka, Kycto, 
Tsuyama 
Social welfare, Komaki Yokohll1l3 Hino, TlI1l3 new tom}, 
Support Hiroshima, Musashino, 
transportation Kashiwa, s..>POO>, 
disadvantaged Mitaka, lwaki, 
people Kuriy.ml(l-lokkaido ), 
KlII1l3ITIOOl City, 
MlWdo, T aklD1l3lsu, 
Takasaki YokdlllTla 
note (a) Plrt&Rlde, Plrt&Bus-Rlde, Cycle&Rlde, Kiss&Ridc 
(b) Bus servires (Circul!!" bus, loop-line bus, shopping bus, shuttIc bus ,express bus, demand bus, one alin (I 00yen) bus, free bus) 
(c) Staggered offICe comrrurting, I-lexible time work, Car sharing, Electric vehicle, Environment oommutcr Pass, No-au- day, Transpooation mode shill 
(d) SIred designed f(Jr traffic calming, Woonert: Community mad, RoI¥l traffIC lTh1rietion, Bu~ Iocationsy~;tcm, Road trafficinfonnation <Ild guidance, 
Structural modificatim of rood 
(e) Low SIqJ bus, Equipped withslope (lill) bus, Special TrdflSPort Service, Banicr-tTce facilities, Rental cycle, Bicycle sharing, Cyclc-trail1, Cyclc-bus 
(I) GqJerae distribution, delivery bus, Pocket loading, lime sharing of disposal of goods 
(I) 
Keihin 
Kasai truck 
terminal, 
Sapporo 
Kitakani . 
MOOoka(I 
wale), 
Dxla1(Hok 
kaido) 
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( continued) 
Prevention from Kochi, Kumamoto, Oita, Kobe, Kawasaki, Inagi, Kawasaki Kasumigaseki Keihin Kasai 
global warming Ashiyasu Osaka(South Port), Kamakum, (Tokyo), Otsuki truck tenninal 
(Yamanashi), Kawasaki Yokohama minato 
Kamakura mirai 21, Kobe, 
Ebina, Shizuoka, 
Osaka 
Traffic calming, Nam, Urayasu, 
Traffic safety Hamamatsu, 
Toyota, 
Kumagaya, 
Kanazawa, 
Fujisawa, 
Sapporo, Mitaka, 
Matsue Okayama 
Physical Kitakami 
distribution Morioka(lwate ), 
efficiency Donan(Hokkaido) 
improvement 
Minato 
takamatsu, 
3) Contents and the periods of the "experiment" 
The period of the experiment is wide to the result of crossing in half day or several years. The experiment 
corpbined utilization as "P&R" and "P&BR", "staggered office commuting", "flexible time work", "shuttle 
bus", "highway bus" and the effective utilization of bicycles Goint use of the bicycle, rental bicycle) are 
comparatively carried out in the short period of within I week. The experiment which improve the service in 
regions (circulation bus, round bus, community bus) are carried out comparatively in the long term of I week 
or over I-month. 
In the experiment for an undefined large number, common knowledge, PR, etc. are meanwhile difficult, 
and that the effect can not be grasped, when it does not pass through to some extent time, seems to have 
appeared in the relationship between content of the experiment and execution period. (Table 4) 
Table 4 Contents and periods of the "experiment" 
~ (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) Aims 
I day Kanazawa Kanazawa, Okayama, Yokohama, Hino, Musashino, 
Ofunato, Kawasaki Musashino, Kashiwa, lwaki 
Toyota, Okayama 
2 days Kamakum, Kitakyushu, Takayama, Taira Kawasaki, Hamamatsu, Hiroshima 
Kanazawa, Taira Kamitaira(Toyama), Fukushima, Oita, Kanazawa, Kyoto 
Kamitaira(Toyama), Kofu Kanazawa, Kobe, Morioka 
Yuuwa(Akita ) 
3 ~ 6days Kanazawa, Utsunomiya, Toyota, Nagasaki, Sapporo, Gifu, Akita, Iwaki, Mihama(Aichi), Takamatsu, 
Kitakyushu, Hitachi, Utsunomiya, Niiga1a, Kanazawa, Nara, lse, Yokohama, Nara 
Kwnamoto, Kofu, Otsu, Goshogawara, Toyohashi, Niigata, Yokohama, Gifu, 
Kochi, Niigata, Gifu, Hachioji, Oita, Otsu, Ohta, Hachinohe, Hamamatsu, 
Koga, Takamalsu, Hidaka Fukuyama, Abashiri, Hidaka, Kawasaki, Kosai, Maisaka' 
town(Hokkaido), Toyota, Nara Hakodate, Toyota, Arai(Shizuoka), 
Yokohama, Akita, Utsunomiya City. Fukuyama 
Fukuyama 
I week Hitachi, Hiroshima, Kitakyushu, Sapporo, Kamakura, Asahikawa, Mitaka, Minato, 
~ I month Aomori, Kamakura, Komaki, Akita, Morioka, Malsue Toyota, Nara, Kuriyama(Hokkai Sapporo 
Tachikawa, Nerima, Nara, Miyoshi(Aichi), Oita, Hamamatsu, do), Hiroshima, 
Kadoma, Sendai, Goshogawara, Takamatsu, Choo, Matsue, Takamatsu 
UtsWlOl11iya, Fukuoka, Obihiro, Sendai Ishikari, Kyoto, Kamakura, 
Matsuyama Toyota, Nagaoka, Kawasaki 
Fujinomiya, Toyohashi, 
Mitaka, Aomori, Fuji, 
Matsuyama, Awaji(Hyogo), 
Tachikawa 
note (a) Park&Ride, Park&Bus-Ride, Cycle&Ride, KIss&Rlde 
(b) Bus services (Circular bus, loop-line bus, shopping bus, shuttle bus ,express bus, demand bus, one coin (I DOyen) bus, free bus) 
(c) Staggered offiee commuting, Flexible time work, Car sharing, Electric vehicle, Environment commuter Pass, No-car day, Transportation mode shift 
(d) Street designed for traffic calming, Woonerf, Community road, Road traffic restriction, Bus locationsystem, Road trafficinfonnation and guidance, 
Structural modification of road 
(e) Low step bus, Equipped withslopc (lift) bus, Special Transport Service, Barrier-free facilities, Rental cycle, Bicycle sharing, Cycle-trnin, Cycle-bus 
(f) Cooperate distribution, delivery bus, Pocket loading, Time sharing of disposal of goods 
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(continued) 
I month Nagoya, Ashiyasu Kanazawa, Kumagaya, lwate(prefectural Nagoya, Matsue, Hiroshima, Taito, KeihinKas 
~ 3 month (Yamanashi), Kumamoto, Hiroshima, Tsuchiura, police), Sapporo, Tokyo Fukuoka ai truck 
Sapporo, Osaka(south Nagareyama, Fukui, Sakai, Inagi(Tama new terminal 
harbor), Kofu City Kanazawa, Furukawa, town) 
Ichinoseki, Morioka, 
Sakaiminato, Akita, Kuwana, 
Fukushima, Ogaki, Sapporo, 
Yamagata, Osaka(south 
harbor), Sasakami(Niigala ) 
3mooth Tachikawa, Okayama Maebashi, Sayama, Mito, Ebina, Osaka Kasumigaseki(To Takamatsu, 
~6month Abiko, Iwami(Tottori) kyo), Otsuki Kitakami· 
Onsen(Hyogo ), Setagaya, Morioka(1 
Kofu, Nirasaki, Morioka, wate) 
Koshigaya, Yokote, Fuji, 
Kumagaya, Kuki, Ina, 
YokosUka, Omachi Urawa 
6mooth Hiroshima Kamaishi, Kushiro, Hirosaki, Yokohama(minato Urayasu 
~ I year Edogawa, Inuyama, mirai2I), 
Matsumoto, Fukuoka, Shimoka 
Shiojiri, Shinjo, Kakogawa, 
Kyoto, Tsuyama, Kumagaya, 
Yaizu, Nishine(lwate) 
I year ~ Kanazawa, Musashino, Yokkaichi, Kariya, Saga, Iwate(prefectural JR(Tokai 
Nagasaki Setagaya, Hakodate police), Takayama st.lida 
lnagi(Tama new St), Nagasaki 
town), Toyota, 
Ebina, Osaka, 
Yokohama(Minat 
° mirai21) 
Indistinctness Hachinohe, Ibaraki, Kumamoto, Karalsu, Shimim, Kumagaya, Kumamoto, Donan(Ho 
and others Matsubara, Asahikawa Hamamatsu, Fujisawa, Mitaka, Sapporo, Matudo, kkaido) 
Kawachinagano, Morioka, Kochi Takasaki 
Kishiwada, Hamamatsu, Kumamoto, 
Kosai, Maisaka Tokushima, Kobe 
Arai(Shimoka) 
4) Trend of the "Experiment" 
When the main aim of 'experiment' is observed, there are many experiments with the aim of "smoothing 
of the road traffic and road traffic congestion calming" based on the "TDM" without relating to the size of 
the city scale. When the content is seen, result of basing on the combination between cars and public 
transportation of "P&R" and "P&BR", result of attempting the "Ievelization of the peak hour traffic of 
staggered working hours" and "flexible time work" are mainly seen. The experiment with the aim of 
"convenience improvement and promotion of the utilization of the public transportation" is also mainly 
carried out. That include the improvement of serving in region of the community bus services such as 
"circulation and round bus", and otherwise service of the "long distance trip of shuttle bus", "highway bus". 
Especially, the case concerning the "TDM" is mainly observed. The experiment with the aim of ensures 
transfer means of traffic of the inhabitant and activation of the central urban district also increase. 
As other, experiments such as "rental bicycle" "bicycle joint use" and "cycle train" with the aim of the 
effective utilization of the bicycle are shown. The experiments for efficiency improvement based on the 
welfare service and the goods movement is also being carried out which widely catch the transportation. 
4. FIELD STUDY OF INTENSION AND CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE 
ADMINISTRATION ON THE "EXPERIMENT" 
1) Local government survey on the "experiment" 
Though the experiment has been handled in the individual until now, it is hardly seen the result which 
investigation and report on the experiment carried out comprehensively handled them. Therefore, first of all, 
it is necessary to synthetically grasp national actual condition and trend prior to the execution of the new 
traffic measure as information on the experiment in each municipality. 
In this study, the questionnaire on 
the experiment was carried out for 
national city and municipalities over 
30,000 population, total of 795 local 
government. The investigation was 
carried out by the mail survey method. 
Table 5 Outline of the questionnaire 
Political jurisdiction 
?:3._ Y!_~.~9.? .. i_f! .. T<,J~y<,J 
... c::_!ty .... _ 
Town 
Village 
Total 
Distribution 
number 
Recovery 
number 
6 23 
665 
103 
4 
....................... __ ._ ... _ ..... . 
165 
25 
795 197 
265 
Recovery rate 
26 .1% 
24.8% 
24.3% 
25.0% 
24.8% 
It is recovery number of 197 for distribution number of795 , and the recovery rate is 24 .8%. (Table 5) 
2) Consciousness, Actual Condition for the "Experiment" 
a) Interest for the "experiment" 
It is 38%, when it puts "very much" together with "To some extent" . It is 36%, when it puts "slight" 
together with "seldom". Like this, "it has the interest" "it does not have the interest" was divided almost half 
into the half for the experiment. (Figure 1) 
b) Actual state and intention of the execution of the "experiment" 
"Already executed" "plan of the execution is being carried out" is 14%, and "it wants to carry out it by all 
means" "it wants to carry out it, if it is made" is 17%. Like this, over 30% of the municipalities are in the 
direction of execution of the experiment. In the other, "it does not want to carry out very much" "it will not 
be completely carried out" is 27%, and "it is not proven" occupies 29%. (Figure 2) 
selcbn 
(fl o 
nofillirl5Lp 
9'10 
a little 
31% 
14% 
~d.-gee; 
23% 
Figure 1 Degree of interest for the "experiment" 
cth:Y 
4% 
mfu1ns5 
28% 
carixlClt 
9'/0 
mfilJirl5lJl 
9'/0 
va1s to ClIIY at it 
byaImm; 
1'10 
va1s to ClIIY at it, 
ifitisrmi: 
15% 
rli WIt to ClIIY Clt 
\O)'rruh 
18% 
Figure 2 Actual state and intention of the 
execution of the "experiment" 
c) Basic position for the execution of the "experiment" 
There is 52% for "Based on the result of the experiment, the real execution (including the stop of the plan) 
is examined" and the majority is occupied. Next, "data collection for choosing future reference" becomes 
27%, and "demonstration assuming the real execution" is as little as 16%. (Figure 3) 
d) Effectiveness of the execution of the "experiment" 
"Very effective" occupies 16%, and "effective to some extent" occupies the majority. In the other, "not 
completely effective" "not effective" is very little . Though the case of the experiment is yet little , it is 
possible to regard as the appearance of which the effectiveness of the experiment has been recognized. 
(Figure 4) 
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Figure 3 Basic position for the execution of 
the "experiment" 
Figure 4 Effectiveness of the execution of 
the "experiment" 
5. RELATION ANALYSIS OF THE "TRANSPORTATION MEASURES" AND 
"EXPERIMENT" 
1) Classification of the "transportation measures" 
In the experiment, various transportation measures are carried out in proportion to the purpose and 
application. Referring to the literature on traffic planning variously, the traffic measure was classified. 
(Table 6) 
Table 6 Classification of the transportation measures 
A ARRANGEMENT OF TRAFFIC FACILITIES 
1. City center parking 2. On street parking 3. Parking permission (priority) system 4. Ring-road 5. Arterial bypass road 6. 
National expressway 7. Regional expressway 8. Left-turn exclusive lane 9. Solid crossing road system 10. Uninterrupted multi-
level crossing II. Parking guidance and information system 12. Illegal parking deterrence sys tem 13 . Vehicle information guide 
system 14 . Vehicle Information and Communication System 15 . Road development and improvement based on Interchange (I.C), 
... ?~.r.y .i.~.~ .... Ar.<:.<I ... {.? .•. A) .. .<I.~.~ .... P._<lL~!.~.gAE~_<l . LP.:A2 .. ~!1 _~.~.p.r.<:.s.s. .~.<lX ...... _.I .. ~. _.~LC:Ji.I.~I:'lg~ .~.'.';!. · _ ...... _._._ ... _. __ . ____ .... _ . . . _ .... ____ . ___ . ___ ..... . 
B PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 
1. Bus location system 2. High-grade bus stop 3. Shuttle bus 4. Circulation (loop-line) bus 5. Demand responsive bus 6. 
Community bus 7. One coin (lOOyen) bus 8. No charge (free) bus 9. School bus 10. Zone-bus II. Home delivery bus 12. 
Highway bus 13 . Street car, Light Rail Transit· Light Rail Vehicle 14 . Omnibus taxi 15 . Car sharing 16 . Water-bus (Sea-bus) 17 . 
__ . I:'l .<: .~._t.r.<l~ s.p~~t~! i9.~_s.Y..~t!!rt:! __ ~~ . !3.~gi5?':!.<II _~~l!1l!1llt~r.a!rp!<I~~ _ J2, ~Il s. i!.1f()r.l!1.<lt!()ll.s<:.ryf~~ s.y~t<:.l!1_ .. _____ ............. __ _ 
C TRANSFER FORM'TRANSPORTATION NODES 
I . Park&Ride 2. Park&Bus-Ride 3. Cyc le&Ride 4. Cyc1e&B us-Ride 5. Kiss&Ride 6. Ride&Ride 7. Cycle-train 8. Cycle-bus 
9. Fringe parking 10. Airport access traffic II. Commencement of new railroad station service 12. Telecommuting (Small Office 
~°l!1..<:. _Qf!l~L _ __ _ _ _ __ _______________ _____________ _ ___ _ 
D TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION 
1. Staggered office commuting 2. Flexible time work 3. No-car day 4. Road pricing 5. Zone system, Traffic cell system 6. 
Exclusive bus road 7. Exclusive (priority) bus lane 8. Shared Car (car-pool , ban-pool) 9. Shared car only (priority) lane (High 
Occupancy Vehicle lane) 10 . Reversible lane system II. Car number restrict regulation 12 . Large vehicle passage prohibition 
regulation 13 . One-way in city center 14 . Electronic Toll Collection system 15 . Public Transportation Priority Systems 16. Traffic 
instructor 17 . Withdraw the parking and stopping prohibition area 18 . Co mmission publi c transportation management to private 
__ <: .~ .t~ rpr.is.e. _ )?_.p.<I.r~Jll.gl?I:.~c_~_~y~~e.rt:!_____ .. _____.___.____________ ...... _______ ...... _____ ____________ _ 
E PEDESTRIAN ' BICYCLE 
1. Street designed for traffic calming, woonerf, community road 2. Short-haul transit system 3. Transit mall 4. Shopping mall 5. 
Car-free mall 6. Grade separation facilities for pedestrian (bridge , subway) 7. Cycle park near the station 8. Exc lusive bicycle road 
.. (1<l11~) ?!3.e.l1t<l I _~i~Y..c.I~lQ . l?e.yc.l()pl!1~!1!.ClLc.()l!1~l()~q\J_c.t(C::C::~Q?<) . 1 ...I .•. I3.. i_c.Y..c..l c. . j()!!ltu_~~ ...... . 
F CALL USAGE, ENVIRONMENTAL ISSURE 
I . Coordinated systemwide intermodal tickets (fares) 2. Environment commutation 3. Zero and low emission (clean) bus 4. Subsidy 
for zero and low emission (clean) vehicle 5. Free getting on and off bus service 6. Environment tax 7. Environmental Protection 
tv.1a.l1age.l!1e.ll.t?y~t~l!1s.~ _ !::()~_ e.I~j~si9.l1y<:~i~!~ _____________ 
G SOCIAL WELFARE, BARRIER FREE DESIGN, SUPPORT TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED PEOPLE 
I . Social welfare bus 2. Low step bus 3. Eq uipped with Slope (lift) bus 4. Special Transport Service 5. Barrier free facility 6. 
Barrier free signal 7. Nursing taxi , Welfare taxi 8.Town mobility (e lectric scooter, etc) 9. Pedestrian information and 
... c.()fl1 1111111i ~<lli ()fl .. sys.!~l!1.~(P.l<::?) .________ 
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H TRAFFI C SAFETY 
I. Oppos ite fa cin g ve hi cle indicati on system 2. Hi gh-speed trave ling deterrence sys tem 3. Motorcycle forward (advanced) stop-lin e, 
_ t:-:1_~ ~~rc y~ I ~~~ nJ)' I~_~.~ ... _ .... w. w~ _i.<:.~~P~\~~ Y~Lg.i ve. ~ I1~t.a .~~ .. I .~ .I1.~ ......... ? ..... !r~r0.c.. ~a (e. t Y .. 111 {)~~ I~.~~ t.r..i ~l __ .___ __ .______ ____ .. 
[ GOODS MOVEMENT, LOGISTI CS 
I. Cooperative freight handling facility 2. Time shari ng Disposa l of goods 3. Cooperative co ll ection and delivery of goods 4. Wide 
_ .. _!l..r~~_.~<:>Y_~.!.~~ .. .PJ~Y~.lc._~.!_ ~.i ~ !!j_~~ .~i_{).I1 ... ~~ .11~C.L ___ ....... . .. _ ....... _ ... _ .. w_ ••.•••• _. _ ••••• ___ •• __ .•• ______________ __ _____ .• __ . ____ •• _______ ••• _____ .• _ •• _ ••••• __ ••• 
J SYSTEM , ORGANIZATIO 
I. Transportati on Managemen t Associations 2. Traffi c volume cut down regulati on 3. Transportation management di strict 4. 
Prevent illegal parkin g regulations 5. Offi ce and home near-by land utili zati on 
·public rest place on nati onal hi ghway roadside (es tabli shed 1993) Tota l number with th e measure is 108 
2) Trend of recent urban transportation measure 
Public transportation mainly on buses such as "circulation bus" is mainly carried out as the main challenge 
of recent transportation measure in local government. In addition, city center parking lot improvement 
measures on social welfare and barrier free such as the facilities improvement, which supports the transfer of 
old, people and handi capped people_ Measure on pedestrian and bicycle (bicycle parking lot around the 
station, woonerf, community road) is also frequently carried out. (Figure 5) 
When traffic measure, which noticed recently, the measure on the public transportation of "tramcar, LRT", 
increases on the tendency which is simi lar to the main challenge in addition to the bus services. Especially, 
the measure on transportation demand management and operation of "staggered working hours" "no-car 
day" is noticed . (Figure 6) 
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Figure 5 A policy with over-riding priority transportation measure act nowadays 
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Figure 6 Noteworthy transportation measure act nowadays 
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3) Introduction Situation of the Transportation Measures in the Local Government 
Table 7 shows the introduction situation of the each traffic measure with the answer in the questionnaire 
in the 197 local government. The measure introduction rate is the highest for the "Cycle park near the 
station", and it also rises at about 57%, and next, they are "development of common duct (C'C' BOX)" (33%), 
"city center parking lot" , "barrier free facilities" ( 29% to both ). 
Table 7 Transportation measures in which the proportion of the introduction is high 
! Number of the i 
Ranking Transportation measures ! city which has ! Proportion of the 
! introduced* ! introduction 
* Total number with the answer N= 197 
4) Breakdown according to the measures of the experiment done actually 
On domestic case of the society experiment, it was made to be a thing based on the result of doing the 
consolidation of about 130 cities by above-mentioned questionnaires and newspapers, bulletins, academic 
journals, papers and internet home page. Figure 7 shows the result of classifying the measure carried out 
until now by the society experiment with the classification of Table 6. The measure on "public 
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Figure 7 Breakdown according to the measures of the experiment done actually 
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transportation" occupies the around half, and next, there are much measure on "transfer form and 
transportation nodes". Like this, 65% is occupied in these two measures. Next, it becomes the measure on 
"Transportation Demand Management and operation" "pedestrian, bicycle". 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this study, the analysis was tried on the relevance between urban traffic measure and social experiment 
from actual condition of transportation measure and operational situation of the social experiment and 
consciousness for them. Results got in this study are as follows: 
CD "Central urban district activation" "traffic congestion calming" "public transportation utilization 
promotion" is main thing on the aim of the social experiment. 
® The proportion that has evaluated the effectiveness of the society experiment is high, though local 
government with the interest in the society experiment, local government which considers that it wants 
to carry out the experiment again are not so many. 
@ As the measure with interest for the "experiment" and intention of the execution, there are much 
measures on "transfer form, transportation node", "transportation demand management and operation", 
"public transportation" which mainly on the bus services. 
@) "Experiment" assuming the real execution is mainly carried out in the measure on the public 
transportation. 
@ Bus service (circulation bus, one coin bus, no charge bus, shuttle bus), transfer form (P&R, P&BR) 
and staggered office commuting are main things of society experiment done recently. 
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